
We are creating next-gen,
safe, fun play equipment
for indoor and outdoor 
adventures.



Welcome
to Zebra

World!



     ZebraPlaygrounds
About     

Zebra

Because
we’re new,
fun, durable
and safe!

Why 
Zebra?

“The play will be beyond fun.”

Zebra Playgrounds offers innovative, safe, and engaging playground equipment 

for children. Our products prioritise fun, learning, and child safety, giving parents 

the confidence that their little ones enjoy a colourful, high-quality play experience. 

Choose Zebra Playgrounds for the perfect blend of imagination and adventure.

Zebra Playgrounds partners with renowned cartoonist and sculptor 

Erdil Yasaroglu to create visually stunning and engaging play equipment 

that brings children joy and inspires them to share their fun moments with 

loved ones, sparking conversations and connections beyond the playground.

Zebra Inspire

Zebra Design

Zebra Playgrounds products are exceptionally durable, designed for indoor and 

outdoor use, ensuring lasting fun and exploration for children in any setting.

Zebra Playgrounds proudly adheres to EN1176 

safety regulations, ensuring our innovative 

playgrounds provide fun and education and a 

secure environment for every child to explore 

and grow.

EN1176 is a comprehensive set of  European 

safety standards specifically developed for 

children’s playground equipment and surfacing. 

These standards provide guidelines and 

requirements to ensure playground equipment’s 

safety, quality, and durability, minimising 

potential hazards and risks for children during 

play.

Zebra Safety

Zebra Durability

*Our products are officially registered and protected by the EU Intellectual Property Office.
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Technical     
 Information

Product Number : Z001
Dimensions Of Product : 302cm x 127cm x h230cm

Critical Fall Height : 80cm

Weight approx. : 115kg

User Age : 2-10yrs

*This product is handmade, so the measurements may vary by 1-2 cm.

Monkey
King
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Technical     
 InformationShark 

Cave

Product Number : Z002
Dimensions Of Product : 148cm x 125cm x h85cm 

Critical Fall Height : 85cm

Weight approx. : 75kg

User Age : 2-10yrs

*This product is handmade, so the measurements may vary by 1-2 cm.
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Technical     
 InformationAlligator

Fun

Product Number : Z003
Dimensions Of Product : 285cm x 130cm x h95cm

Critical Fall Height : The product is below required fall height.

Weight approx. : 95kg

User Age : 2-10yrs

*This product is handmade, so the measurements may vary by 1-2 cm.
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Technical     
 InformationElephant 

Fun

Product Number : Z004
Dimensions Of Product : 280cm x 164cm x h165cm

Critical Fall Height : The product is below required fall height.

Weight approx. : 130kg

User Age : 2-10yrs

*This product is handmade, so the measurements may vary by 1-2 cm.
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Technical     
 InformationSnake 

Run

Product Number : Z005
Dimensions Of Product : 452cm x 130cm x h60cm

Critical Fall Height : The product is below required fall height.

Weight approx. : 150kg

User Age : 2-10yrs

*This product is handmade, so the measurements may vary by 1-2 cm.
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Technical     
 InformationHappy 

Bear

Product Number : Z006
Dimensions Of Product : 200cm x 125cm x h99cm

Critical Fall Height : 99cm

Weight approx. : 110kg

User Age : 2-10yrs

*This product is handmade, so the measurements may vary by 1-2 cm.
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Technical     
 InformationTurtle

Product Number : Z007
Dimensions Of Product : 112cm x 85cm x h42cm

Critical Fall Height : The product is below required fall height.

Weight approx. : 30kg

User Age : 2-10yrs

*This product is handmade, so the measurements may vary by 1-2 cm.
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Technical     
 InformationTurtle

Jr.

Product Number : Z008
Dimensions Of Product : 84cm x 60cm x h32cm

Critical Fall Height : The product is below required fall height.

Weight approx. : 20kg

User Age : 2-10yrs

*This product is handmade, so the measurements may vary by 1-2 cm.
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Technical     
 InformationLogs

Product Number : Z009
Dimensions Of Product : 122cm x 128cm x h60cm

Critical Fall Height : The product is below required fall height.

Weight approx. : 60kg

User Age : 2-10yrs

*This product is handmade, so the measurements may vary by 1-2 cm.
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Technical     
 InformationMushroom

Product Number : Z010
Dimensions Of Product : 52cm x 52cm x h32cm

Critical Fall Height : The product is below required fall height.

Weight approx. : 14kg

User Age : 2-10yrs

*This product is handmade, so the measurements may vary by 1-2 cm.
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Technical     
 InformationSnowy

Tunnel

Product Number : Z011
Dimensions Of Product : 155cm x 132cm x h82cm

Critical Fall Height : 82cm

Weight approx. : 75kg

User Age : 2-10yrs

*This product is handmade, so the measurements may vary by 1-2 cm.
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Technical     
 InformationTwo 

Mountains

Product Number : Z012
Dimensions Of Product : 205cm x 155cm x h60cm

Critical Fall Height : The product is below required fall height.

Weight approx. : 70kg

User Age : 2-10yrs

*This product is handmade, so the measurements may vary by 1-2 cm.
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Technical     
 InformationThree 

Mountains

Product Number : Z013
Dimensions Of Product : 205cm x 196cm x h60cm

Critical Fall Height : The product is below required fall height.

Weight approx. : 110kg

User Age : 2-10yrs

*This product is handmade, so the measurements may vary by 1-2 cm.
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Technical     
 InformationFour 

Mountains

Product Number : Z014
Dimensions Of Product : 205cm x 199cm x h60cm

Critical Fall Height : The product is below required fall height.

Weight approx. : 135kg

User Age : 2-10yrs

*This product is handmade, so the measurements may vary by 1-2 cm.
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EPDM Rubber

FRP

THE MATERIALS WE USE IN OUR PRODUCTS
OUR PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT OFFERS 

EFFORTLESS AND PRACTICAL INSTALLATION

EPDM rubber granules offers numerous ad-
vantages when used in Zebra Playground 
equipment. 

1. Durability: EPDM rubber is known for its 
long-lasting properties, with excellent resis-
tance to abrasion, weathering, and UV ex-
posure, ensuring the longevity of the play-
ground elements.

2. Safety: Its shock-absorbing properties 
provide an added layer of protection for chil-
dren, minimising the risk of injuries from falls 
or impacts during play.

3. Fire resistance: EPDM rubber is inherent-
ly resistant to combustion, making it a safer 
choice for playground equipment by reduc-
ing the risk of fire-related incidents.

4. Eco-friendly: EPDM rubber is an environ-
mentally friendly material, as it can be recy-
cled and repurposed, reducing waste and 
contributing to sustainable practices in play-
ground manufacturing.

5. Slip resistance: EPDM rubber’s slip-resis-
tant nature helps prevent slips and falls, fur-

ther enhancing the safety of children in play-
ground environments.

6. Low maintenance: EPDM rubber requires 
minimal upkeep, making it a cost-effective 
option for playgrounds, as it retains its quali-
ty and appearance over time with little main-
tenance.

7. Environmental resistance: EPDM rubber 
is resistant to a wide range of temperatures, 
from extreme heat to cold, ensuring consis-
tent performance and safety in various cli-
mates.

8. Colour variety: Available in many vibrant 
colours, EPDM rubber allows for visually ap-
pealing playground equipment that engages 
children’s imagination and curiosity.

8. UV Protection: Our products are made 
with UV-stable aliphatic polyurethane bind-
er.

*We use high quality rubbers produced in the 
European Union in our products.

*Colours in the catalogue may vary from the 
actual products.

Fiber Reinforced Plastic is another valuable 
material used to manufacture Zebra Play-
ground equipment.

1. Strength: FRP is a lightweight yet strong 
material, providing the necessary support 
and durability for playground elements with-
out adding significant weight.

2. Corrosion resistance: FRP is resistant to 
corrosion, making it suitable for outdoor 
playground equipment exposed to various 
weather conditions and elements.

3. Low maintenance: Due to its durability, 
FRP requires minimal maintenance, which is 
cost-effective and saves time for caretakers.

4. Weather resistance: FRP can withstand 
various temperatures and weather condi-
tions, ensuring playground equipment’s 
long-term performance and safety.

5. Impact resistance: The strength of FRP 
helps it withstand impacts and resist dam-
age, ensuring that playground equipment re-
mains safe and functional over time.

6. Eco-friendly: As a recyclable material, 
FRP contributes to sustainable manufactur-
ing practices, reducing waste and support-
ing environmentally responsible playground 
production.

Product with base, installation for floor-independent use
After placing the product on the base, screw it from the bottom.
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Installation on surfaces where EPDM rubber will be applied
To install the product, attach the wing screws to the bottom, adjust the height and level of the 
product with the wing screws, screw the product into the holes drilled in the floor, and apply 

EPDM rubber around the product.
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We invite you to the exciting 
and innovative world of Zebra.



zebraplaygrounds.com
/zebraplaygrounds


